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THE LINGUISTIC ENCODING OF SPACE IN CHILD MANDARIN
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ABSTRACT
This study examines the linguistic encoding of space in
Mandarin-speaking children based on a corpus study and a series of
experimental tasks. It is shown that cognitive development plays a
significant role in the development of spatial language. The acquisition of
pang ‘side’ before you ‘right’ is accounted for by the cognitive complexity
of the localizers. Cognitive egocentricity biased children under 4;0 towards
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speakers, similar to Hausa speakers, tend to adopt the aligned strategy and
describe a farther object as in front of a nearer one (Hill 1982). When the
target object is covered by the reference entity, as in the situation of a ball
认知与知觉在普通话儿童空间编码中的作用
lying behind
a tree, the Hausa speaker will shift from the aligned strategy
to a facing strategy, just like邓湘君
English 叶彩燕
speakers (Isma’il 1979). The effects
香港中文大学
of the two perceptual conditions,
bearing the features [+Motion] and
[+Covered] respectively, are also identified in Mandarin. Guo (2008)
tested 99 adult speakers of Mandarin Chinese, and found that they had no
提要
preference for either reference strategy under ordinary circumstances, but
基于语料库研究和一系列实验，本文探讨汉语普通话儿童的空间编码情
adopted the same reference strategies under the two perceptual conditions
况。我们发现认知发展在空间语言习得中起到重要作用。方位词内在的
as English and Hausa speakers: when the subject was set in motion in an
认知难度可以解释为什么儿童先习得“旁”后习得“右”。因为受认知
imagined scenario, the majority of the subjects chose the aligned strategy;
上的“自我中心”影响，四岁以下的儿童会倾向用顺向策略来解读“前”
when faced with a situation where the target object was covered by the
和“后”；当参照物没有内在方向时，六岁儿童主要依靠以视者为中心
reference object and thus not easily perceived, the majority of the subjects
的参照系统来理解“左”和“右”。我们还发现儿童对目标物-参照物
used the facing strategy.
非对称性很早就非常敏感，证实这是一个认知上的普遍制约。知觉上的
Pederson et al. (1998) found that language exerted a strong
线索也会影响儿童对参照策略的选择。
influence on the choice of frames of reference. Dutch speakers, who relied
on expressions associated with the viewer-centered frame of reference,
关键词
strongly favored the viewer-centered perspective in solving problems,
儿童空间语言 认知 知觉 自我中心 参照系统
参照策略
while Tenejapan Mayan speakers, who used environmental-centered
expressions in their daily life, tended to make environmental-centered
responses. Li and Gleitman (2002), however, using the same test paradigm
on speakers of a single language, English, found that they used different
frames of reference in the presence of different environmental cues. Even
rats and 9-month-old infants show a shift in the choice of reference frames
if perceptual cues are provided (as reviewed in Li and Gleitman 2002).
These facts suggest that human minds, and even animal minds, are
basically alike in choosing the reference frame – the choice depends on the
cues available in the environment, rather than on language.
The cross-linguistic similarities in the choice of reference frames or

